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LAURENT PRONEUR

                              Born in France in 1969 Laurent Proneur grew up surrounded by the colorful 
lifestyle of his family as they live and worked in circuses across Europe. From an early age freedom, 
whimsy and self-expression were instilled in him and first took form as he entertained as an acrobat, 
juggler and musician. Music and self-expression drove Laurent through significant success as both a 
music producer and performer. Best known for being a part of the Street Art movement Laurent, 
then LONE, pioneered hip-hop in Europe, inspired by this new poetry, dance and fashion,  
expressed himself by creating a lifestyle of radical freedom that focused on color, impact and 
pushing the boundaries of perception. In 1985 Laurent Proneur AKA LONEroc started painting in 
the streets with renowned artists . Laurent Proneur’s talent and work were influential to the newly 
recognized graffiti movement. Laurent’s work is recognized in the revered Street Art publication of 
the time “Paris Tonkar” with pages of its special edition book dedicated to him. After Laurent 
Proneur was secretly painting in underground subways, cosmopolitan streets and was gathering 
canvas across cityscapes, he decided to measure and test his talents out, in a legitimate manner. He 
was accepted at the arguably best art school in the world: Les Beaux Arts of Paris. Laurent finished 
first in his illustration class for the 3 years he attended. Laurent is currently painting in Los 
Angeles. He describes his work as a “Neoteric experiment in popular fine art ”. Sometimes frenetic, 
but more often grounded in purposeful focus, influenced by  Artists like Picasso, keith Haring, 
Calder, Basquiat or Pollock,  Laurent’s work vacillates between instigating deep self-reflection or 
insisting the simplicity of a beautiful moment. Laurent’s work is pleasantly addictive and is to be 
appreciated by lovers of art and live-ers of life.
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The hunt  57X60 inches oil on canvas
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The husband 37X60 inches oil on canvas            The wife 37X60 inches oil on canvas
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Pink thoughts 40X60 inches oil on canvas
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The boxer 37X60 inches oil on canvas



 Bull fighting 37X60 inches oil on canvas



Early work, oil on canvas, Los Angeles.



Senate is fighting 50X96 oil on canvas
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Nice bird 30X40 oil on canvas



Farmers 60X37 oil on canvas



Expressionism.
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Haut les mains 42X48 inches oil on canvas



The break up 37X60 inches oil on canvas     Unexpected match 50X55in Oil on canvas



Gentle monsters 58X92 inches oil on canvas
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Split emotions 16X20 inches oil on canvas



Sardines 58X92 inches oil on canvas
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Self portrait 37X60 inches oil on canvas
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Brothers and sisters 40X96 inches oil on canvas
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Alone in the wood, Oil on canvas 36X48 inches 



Primal language, Oil on canvas 40X 96 inches
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Colorful tumbling, Oil on canvas 40X70 inches
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Grossier 35X65 inches oil on canvas  



Legitimate riot 50X96 oil on canvas
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Happy bull 48X38 inches oil on canvas



Glorious day, Triptych oil on canvas 66X80 inches oil on canvas
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Turned to swan, Oil on canvas 30X40 inches oil on canvas
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Secret love 60X60 inches oil on canvas
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Sharing love, Oil on canvas 30X40 inches
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Another whatever 60X37 oil on canvas



Acrobats, Triptych 16X20  inches oil on canvas, each
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Who cares?  42X50 inches oil on canvas
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Caterpillar on the loose  37X60 inches oil on canvas
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Dark portraits Mixed media on canvas, 40X70 inches
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Gabriella’s moves, Oil on canvas 37X60 inches
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 Jongleur 41X77inches oil on canvas             Rafistole 37X60inches oil on canvas



Horses in construction 39X74 inches oil on canvas
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Eclipse series, oil on canvas 30X40 inches
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Wake up, Oil on canvas 37X60 inches



Deadly plot, Oil on canvas 37X60 inches
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Violent behavior 30X40 inches oil on canvas
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Sunny day 30X40 inches oil on canvas
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Villegiature 38X48 inches oil on canvas
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Primal bitch, Oil on canvas 30X40 inches



Portraits, Oil on canvas 37X60 inches
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Angry people, Oil on canvas 38X48 inches
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Panic under the burning sun, Oil on canvas 37X96 inches





Imminent danger 38X60 inches oil on canvas
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Series of nudes, 16X20 inches oil on canvas
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Portraits 16X20 inches oil on canvas
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Cuddle honey 16X20 inches oil on canvas    Lovers 16X20 inches oil on canvas
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Eric 16X20 inches oil on canvas



Portraits 16X20 inches oil on canvas
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Dark mother 38X48 inches oil on canvas
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Unwanted gift, oil on canvas 48X50 inches
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Protective father, Oil on canvas 38X48 inches
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The dog lover, Oil on canvas 37X60 inches
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Bored to death, Oil on canvas 30X40 inches





Laurent Proneur
“Yes, I paint lies, but I’m a real honest liar…” 


